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Each kit includes:
 ◗ Books—13–16 titles, 6 copies 

each, 32 pages per book, in 
print and digital formats

 ◗ Lesson plans for each title
 ◗ Digital resources including 

ebooks, lessons, audio, 
and additional resources

Use the engineering process to 

answer this question: “How can you 

use magnetic force and gravity to 

create a curved path for a marble? “ 

1.
Define the 

problem.
2.Brainstorm. 

3.Design and build.

4.
Test the 

design.

5.Improve the 
design. 

The Engineering Process

Engineers put a lot of time 
and energy into balancing 
forces.  What would happen if 
they didn’t?  Planes wouldn’t fly.  
Dams wouldn’t hold.  Buildings 
wouldn’t stand.

When forces acting on an 
object are not equal in strength, 
they are unbalanced.  Unbalanced 
forces always result in a change in 
movement.  The change can be in 
direction, speed, or both.  Change 
isn’t always a bad thing.  Think 
about Newton’s first law.  Objects in 
motion stay in motion.  Objects at 
rest stay at rest.  Unbalanced forces 
are necessary to change that.

Unbalanced forces make driving 
possible.  We speed up, slow down, 
and steer because of them.  They 
also set sports in motion.  They let 
us kick a ball forward and throw it 
in the air.  They even help engineers 
destroy old buildings so new ones 
can be built!
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target path

rope to catch 
stray balls

magnetmetal ball

Test your ideas by rolling the 
ball down the paper ramp.  
Does it follow the target path?  
If not, move the pieces around 
to intensify the effects. 

metal ball

paper ramp

paper ramp

gravity

paper cup

paper cup

Books offer students access to high-quality 
informational text and scientific investigations.

Grades K–5
Reading Levels 0.1–5.9 • Lexile® BR–860L
Build literacy skills and science content knowledge with high-interest, 
appropriately leveled informational text featuring hands-on lab activities.

Each kit provides multiple texts around common strands: life science, 
physical science, earth and space science, and scientific practices. To 
further meet the needs of students and teachers, the lessons and activities 
support STEM instruction and are aligned to the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills for Science.

Books and lessons cover the key 
strands of science. Books that 
explicitly focus on scientific practices 
are also included.

Each book includes 
a lab activity to 

engage students in 
a scientific concept. What happens when lift, gravity, and 

air resistance act on an object?  Experiment 
and find out!   

Think Like  
 a Scientist 

What to Do
1  Plug in the hair dryer, and turn it on.  Place 

it on the highest setting and point it straight 
up in the air.

What to Get

➲	golf ball

➲	hair dryer

➲	table tennis balls

2  Before you place a table tennis ball above 
the air stream, write what you expect to 
see.  Now, place the ball over the blowing 
air.  Observe the results.

3  Try adding more balls slowly, and record your 
results.  Try using a golf ball, too.

4  How many balls will float at once?  What would 
happen if you turned the hair dryer to low?  Is 
this an example of balanced or unbalanced 
forces?  Which forces are involved? 

Ball

table tennis

golf

Prediction Result
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Digital resources in each kit, 
such as ebooks, lessons, and 
audio, enhance learning.

Electric orce 
Versus Gravity 

Gravity pulls large objects, like 
the moon, into orbit with Earth.  
But when it comes to the tiny 
atoms that make up our entire 
universe, it’s actually electrical 
force that cause electrons to 
circle protons. 

Electric Force
Electric force occurs between two objects 

with a charge.  Objects can have a positive or 
negative charge.  Opposite charges attract.  But 
two objects with the same charge will push each 
other away.

This force starts with tiny atoms.  Every atom 
is made up of even smaller parts.  One of those 
is the electron.  Electrons have a negative charge.  
They orbit the nucleus, or center, of an atom.  
The nucleus holds neutrons.  Neutrons have 
no charge.  They are neutral.  The nucleus also 
holds protons.  Protons are positive.  Positive 
protons attract negative electrons.  As a result, 
electrons stay in orbit.  That’s the electric force.

Electric force also causes electrons to leave 
atoms.  Electrons are attracted to atoms with 
more protons than electrons.  Those atoms have a 
greater positive charge.  Electrons can jump from 
one atom to the next.  This electric force makes 
electricity.  Electricity provides us with light in 
our homes and schools.  It also allows us to talk 
on cell phones and watch TV.  They’re tiny, but 
atoms can make a big difference!

electron

protons and 
neutrons

as the charges move farther apart,  

Electric force is like an invisible spring—

a weaker spring pulls them together.   
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High-interest, increasingly complex 
scientific informational texts support 
literacy skills that prepare students to 
discover the world around them!

Science Readers: Texas Edition
Complete Kits • $565.00–$705.00 each

See pages 58–63 for individual kit information.
Grade English Spanish

Grade K NEW TEX27632 TEX27638
Grade 1 NEW TEX27633 TEX27639
Grade 2 NEW TEX27634 TEX27640
Grade 3 NEW TEX27635 TEX27641
Grade 4 NEW TEX27636 TEX27642
Grade 5 NEW TEX27637 TEX27643

Spanish  
Available!

NEW!


